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Retail & Industrial Mezzanine Floors:
Mezzanine Floors can provide the floor space to meet

with almost any production requirements. From large

warehousing and distribution centres to office or retail

environments, we calculate the most efficient and cost
effective mezzanine design solution for your application
with a fast installation to an agreed schedule.

Mezzanine Floors allow your existing building to be fully

utilised and adapted to changing functional demands. We

can transform the wasted space into productive space

with a minimal disruption allowing business to expand
considerably within its existing premises.

In addition to the main floor structure, G-Mack supplies
a wide range of Handrail, Glass & Stainless steel
Balustrade, Staircases, and Pallet Gates.

Modular Partitioning & Ceilings:
We are suppliers of Europeʼs leading designers and
manufacturers of re-locatable industrial and commercial

Modular Partitioning.

Whether you are trying to create additional office space,
a bonded area, a clean room or a secure storage area
we have the answer to your partitioning problems.

Single or Double Glazed System, Veneered Systems,
Steel Stud and Plasterboard Construction, Single or

Double Skin Steel Construction are some of our vast
range of Partitions.

The simplistic method of installation, relocatability and

powerful acoustic properties make our partitions such
a practical option.

Pallet Racking:
Pallet Racking is the single solution to all heavy-duty

storage applications. Use it to create high-rise narrow
aisle systems, drive-in and double depth pallet racking,

raised platforms shelving, pallet live and push back

solutions. This simple-to use modular system offers you a
choice of beam and upright sections to meet varying load

requirements from medium to extra heavy duty and
conforms to the SEMA code of practise and FEM.

Adjustable Multi- Purpose Shelving:
For office, factories, shops or hospitals Euro and

Stormor Shelving are the all purpose systems that can
be used to create anything from single bays to complete

order picking installations. Complementing the system
there is a wide range of handy accessories including
hanging rails, bin fronts, dividers, plastic drawers etc.

From simple shelving to sophisticated two-tier structures,
Longspan is the heavy-duty system that lets you

construct any and every shelving set up quickly and easy.

Mobile Shelving Systems

Open up your storage and floor space with the shelving

system that gives you maximum density and requires
only a single aisle for access.

Mobile Shelving is opened and closed by pull handles,

hand operated mechanical system or electric motors

with push-button control.

Reliability and ease of operation are assured due to the

sheer quality of our design and build.

We also supply:
Mobile Pallet Racking:

Only one "moving" operating aisle is required to access all
pallet locations. The racking is mounted on mobile chassis
which move along guide tracks set into the floor. This space
-saving design makes mobile pallet racking particularly
suited to cold stores.

Cantilever Racking:

An effective storage system for long items in metal, wood,
plastic etc. With a wide variety of dimensions it is also
useful to store unusual items like furniture and domestic
appliances.

Carousels:

Vertical Carousels are available in both industrial and office
versions and they can be adapted to store all types of
products and goods. Shorter picking routes, less waiting
time, optimum use of the smallest space and a safe
operating environment.

Conveyors:

Conveyor systems can be provided to handle products
from cartons to pallets in simple gravity format or fully
automatic powered transportation and sortation systems.

Flowracks:

A boltless live storage system that meets customer criteria
to the full. Cartons, bins, tote poxes, trays and unpacked
individual items can be efficiently stored and handled.

Lockers:

Practical and economical steel lockers, providing high
standards of reliability and security. Ideal for use in school,
colleges, commerce and industrial.
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